Interrupteur 2019
The #interrupteur residency, now in its second year, brings artist-writers into the everyday space of the Faculty
of Arts and Humanities. The aims of the residency are to forge future links between artists, writers, academics,
and students, exploring the possibilities of continuing creative/academic partnerships to impact of the life of the
University and on the city of Sheffield’s creative community. This year’s #interrupteur artist-writer in residence
for the University of Sheffield’s School of Arts and Humanities is Emma Bolland. During March and April 2019,
they will be spending a number of days installed in the foyer of Jessops West, working alone and with guest
collaborators to facilitate a space for writing, speaking, reading, text-based performance and installation, and
other interventionist surprises. Emma and their guests welcome interruption, conversation, and participation,
both planned and impromptu.
Wednesday 6 March, 10 am to 1pm: Emma Bolland: Settling In,
Considering the Space: come and say hello—interrupt me! During
March and April 2019, Emma Bolland will be spending a number of days
installed in the foyer of Jessops West, working alone and with guest
collaborators to facilitate a space for writing, speaking, reading, text-based
performance and installation, and other interventionist surprises. Emma and
their guests welcome interruption, conversation, and participation. Emma
Bolland is a Sheffield based artist and writer who works experimentally with
literatures, performance, drawing, and the moving image, investigating the
problematics and ambiguities of an expanded understanding of translation—
between languages and language codes, and between modes of writing,
reading and speaking. Their latest publication is Over, In, and Under (Dostoyevsky Wannabe 2019), a collection
which moves between fiction, prose-poem, script, and essay. https://emmabolland.com/about/
Wednesday 6 March, 2–4 pm: Emma Bolland with The
Roland Barthes Reading Group. The Roland Barthes Reading
group is convened by Sharon Kivland, current members including
Emma Bolland, Daniela Cascella, Helen Clarke, Louise Finney,
Susannah Gent, Debbie Michaels, Bernadette O’Toole, Hestia Peppe,
and Rachel Smith. For the past three years the group has been working
with Kate Brigg's translation of Roland Barthes's The Preparation of the
Novel: Lecture Courses and Seminars at the Collège de France (1978-1979 and
1979-1980); a close reading producing conversations, performances,
and a publication, The Desire for Haiku: reading Roland Barthes The
Preparation of the Novel (MA BIBLIOTHÈQUE, 2018). Please join and
interrupt this special session, including performed readings, copies of Barthes's text will be available.
Thursday 7 March, from 11 am: Emma Bolland. A ‘Translationathon’. Please join
/interrupt an inter-semiotic examination of Camille Laurens’s Cet absent-là: figures de Rémi Vinet
(2004). You do not need to speak French: you are invited to write, draw, gesture, speak,
other... with the material produced being installed in the space as the day progresses. This
material may be used in a gallery art work / installation that builds on the experimentation of
the day. All participants / interrupters will be named and co-credited in any such future
exhibition or documentation.

Monday 11 March, 11 am to 5.30 pm: Emma Bolland
with guest collaborator Jan Hopkins. Jan Hopkins is a
Sheffield based artist and writer interested in inter-medial
translations, opaque communication, and the intersections
between the digital and the handmade. A current project,
Simstallation, is an experimental work that pushes and pulls
objects through the computer screen producing undefined
dimensions of technology and mind. Via these exploratory
processes she attempts to collaborate with her simulated self.
For #Interrupteur Jan will be bringing draw-bots and other
devices to generate texts that retain the qualities of an original
artefact made in real time, even as they are translated and
reimagined in the digital realm. Join us in writing through a
variety of digital interfaces to investigate how it is transformed
through translation - what is lost and what may be gained.
Image: Raspberry Pi computer using NLTK to read Women in
Love by DH Lawrence and translate it into light on a matrix, Jan
Hopkins (2018) http://janhopkins.xyz

Thursday 14 March: Emma Bolland
with guest collaborators No Matter
(Jazmine Linklater, Nell Osbourne,
and Hilary White). Men matter: an
experiment in unmaking: No Matter will
conduct a series of experiments through life
drawing,
readings,
writings
and
conversations exploring the gender of
knowledge. Please join us / interrupt us.
All materials provided. Linklater,
Osbourne and White, based in Manchester,
co-curate No Matter, an reading series
dedicated to poetic and performative
experiments. No Matter aims to broaden the
remit of what constitutes ‘poetry’,
providing a platform for artists and poets
who work with writing, sound, performance and everything in-between. No Matter has showcased work from
artists such as Tai Shani, Nat Raha, Nisha Ramayya, Rebecca Tamás, Linda Stupart, Emma Bolland and more,
and was featured in ArtLicks as an example of excellence in artist-led art events. Jazmine Linklater’s publications
include Toward Passion According (Zarf, 2017) and Découper, Coller (Dock Road Press, 2018). She works for TJunction International Poetry Festival and Carcanet Press. She is one of three poets chosen by Poetry London for
mentoring in 2018-19, and is mentored by Vahni Capildeo. Nell Osborne is a writer and researcher, completing
a research PhD on intimacy and 60s experimental writing by women at The University of Manchester. Her poetry
appears in places such as Adjacent Pineapple. She has a chapbook out with Make Mud Press, in collaboration with
artist, Jessica Jane Charleston. Hilary White is a writer and researcher working on a PhD on 1960s experimental
women's writing, visuality and indiscipline at The University of Manchester. She has had writing and artwork
published in places like The Stinging Fly and The Penny Dreadful. Website: https://nomatterpoetry.wordpress.com

Monday 18 March: Emma Bolland with
guest collaborator Ashley Holmes. Ashley
will lead open ‘deck’ sessions: music and
discussions that explore the context of the term
‘raciology’ – a discourse that assumes certain
stereotypes, prejudices, images and identities.
Please join us / interrupt us. Ashley Holmes is a
multi-disciplinary artist who lives and works in
Sheffield. He completed his BA (Hons) at Sheffield
Hallam University in 2013. Recent exhibitions
and
projects
include …and
their tooth,
finest gold, Les
Urbaines,
Lausanne,
Switzerland; Infinite Zest, As of Now Gallery, New York; Cry, Then Win, Then Lose Reaction (solo), Two Queens,
Leicester; Construction House, S1 Artspace, Sheffield; Collective Failure, J Hammond Projects, London; Cactus at
Copperfield Gallery, London. Image: Dot Dot Dit Dit Dot Dot Dash, Ashley Holmes, Site Gallery 2017, Image by
Will Anderson. http://www.ashleyholmes.co.uk
Thursday 21 March: Emma Bolland with guest collaborator
Claire Potter. Claire Potter is an artist writer from Merseyside working
across performance, publication, installation, and film. Recent art writing
commissions from Tate Modern (2019), David Roberts Art Foundation
(2018), and CCA Derry-Londonderry (2017), with exhibitions including at
IMT gallery (2019), ChelseaSPACE (2018), and Wysing Arts Centre. In
2017 they were nominated for the Paul Hamlyn Artist Award, and the Arts
Foundation Award. They have published two books of experimental fiction
and are currently working on a third. The day’s activities will be confirmed
shortly. Image credit: Claire Potter. www.clairepotter.net
Monday 25 March, 12 noon to 3pm: Emma Bolland with
guest collaborator Rachel Genn. ‘A ‘lift-off’ occurs when an
accumulation of creative awareness powers me into the zone and there is often
reference to movement, distance and speed when discussing getting into this
desirable state. Where is this zone? How do we know we are there? Are we in
control of our entry and exit? Both neuroscience and literature have helped me
to understand the importance of this state for creating new work. If we were to
programme creativity into AI, would data from neuroscience or art best help the
endeavour?’ Rachel Genn and Emma Bolland will play live Chinese
whispers with excerpts from literature, art and neuroscience. These
‘live interpretations’ will attempt to examine ideas of reverie across
disciplines. You are invited to join them / interrupt them and add
practices and experiences that promote or describe being ‘in the
zone’. Rachel Genn is a lecturer at Manchester Writing
School. Formerly a Neuroscientist, she has written two novels: THE
CURE, 2011 and WHAT YOU COULD HAVE WON
(&OtherStories, due 2019.) She was Leverhulme Artist-in-Residence
(2015/16), University of Sheffield, creating a quasi-institution called THE NATIONAL FACILITY FOR THE
REGULATION OF REGRET, spanning installation art, VR, film and non-fiction. She has written for Granta and
3AM and is currently working on a collection of non-fiction about fighting and regret. Twitter: @RachelGenn

Thursday 28 March, 11 pm onwards, (including a short city walk): Emma
Bolland with guest collaborators Vahni Capildeo and Brian Lewis. Making
and Mapping—object rituals for a spring walk: spring in sense of coil, spring in sense
of source, spring in sense of dancing or hunting, spring in sense of season. Working
with maps, objects, texts, and fabric we will attempt to refigure the model of the
‘poetry walk’ as gesture and object, in order to imagine a conceptual walk around the
city centre Please join us / interrupt us / walk with us with your own ideas of ‘spring’.
All materials provided. Vahni Capildeo is a poet and performer who ‘in precise,
layered poems and prose poems, engages themes of geographic, intimate, and
linguistic distances and proximities. Their poetry collections include Dark and
Unaccustomed Words (2012), Utter (2013), Measures of Expatriation(2016), which won
the 2016 Forward Prize, and Venus as a Bear (2018). Brian Lewis is an essayist, poet,
and curator, and also the publisher and editor at Longbarrow Press, publishing works
by Kelvin Corcoran, Angelina D’Roza, Nancy Gaffield, Rob Hindle, Fay Musselwhite,
Peter Riley, and more. His publications include East Wind (2016) and White Thorns
(2017), and his book Dark Plains is forthcoming from MA BIBLIOTHÈQUE. Image
credits: Vahni Capildeo, The Forward Foundation, Brian Lewis—Dominic Sommers.
http://www.forwardartsfoundation.org/poet/vahni-capildeo/. https://thehalt.wordpress.com
Wednesday 3 April, 11 am to 4 pm. Emma Bolland with guest collaborator
Angelina D’Roza. ‘Of everything that's said, one can ask: why? (Including: why should I say
that? And: why should I say anything at all?) To this I would add the thesis that, strictly speaking,
nothing that's said is true. (Though one can be the truth, one can't ever say it).’—Susan Sontag.
As a strategy for considering ‘silence’ Angelina D’Roza and Emma Bolland will explore
ways of reading Etel Adnan’s novel Sitt Marie Rose (1978). Reading and looking across
translations, making strange through language strategies and the material interventions of
tracing paper, scissors and glue. Join them in attempting to make space for silence in the
fragments. Music will be played. Angelina D’Roza is a poet who lives and works in
Sheffield. Her first collection, Envies the Birds, was published by Longbarrow Press in 2016.
Her pamphlet, Correspondences, will be published by Longbarrow Press in spring 2019.
https://longbarrowpress.com/current-publications/angelina-droza/
Thursday 4 April (times tbc): Emma Bolland with guest
collaborator Hester Reeve. Its alive, its alive! will host the
‘beginning to write’ of Hester Reeve’s ideas for a screenplay.
Following multiple readings of the novel, watching of film
versions, and making artwork homages to Shelly and her monster,
Hester will draw on Emma’s screen writing methodology ‘script
development as performance’ to put ‘pen to paper’ for the first
time. Together they will explore its material possibilities via
drawings, live actions, writing experiments, and embodied
interaction with ‘props-as-prompts’. Join them and interrupt
them: tell them about the first time they read the novel or saw a Frankenstein film, write letters to the nascent
script, or devise your own intervention. Hester Reeve’s practice encompasses live art, philosophy, drawing,
David Bohm's 'Dialogue' and social sculpture. She is interested in the relations between critical thinking and
human agency in everyday life, particularly when it is risked through the figure of ‘the artist’ (broadly conceived
and not exclusive to art school training). Recent works have been staged at Tanzquartier, Vienna, Tate Britain
(working under the umbrella of The Emily Davison Lodge with Olivia Plender) and the Yorkshire Sculpture
Park. She is a Reader in Fine Art at Sheffield Hallam University. https://hester-reeve.squarespace.com

